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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years numerous papers have been published on the subject 

of numerical solution of the equations of conservation of mass and 

momentum, as written for unsteady flow in open channels. These basic 

equations have been applied to a wide range of problems including surges 

in canals, tidal motions, reservoir regulation, and flood routing. 

In particular, the regulation of reservoir discharges, whether by 

scheduled releases or as the result of fluctuating power demand on 

hydroelectric facilities, is of interest due to the wide ranging effects 

this unsteady flow situation can have at points downstream. 

Application of the equations of unsteady flow to fluctuating reser-

voir releases has been successfully accomplished and is documented in 

the technical literature (references 4 and 5). The procedure consists 

of integrating the one-dimensional partial differential equations of 

continuity and momentum, using one of the recognized techniques of 

numerical integration. At the upstream end of the river reach a dis-

charge (or stage) hydrogrsph can be specified and routed through the 

reach, yielding as a solution, the hydrograph at the lower end of the 

reach. 

Of potential usefulness would be the ability to accomplish the 

reverse, that is, route a hydrograph from the lower end of the reach in 

the upstream direction, yielding as a solution the hydrograph necessarv 

at the upper end of the reach. As an example, a water pollution problem 

at some point downslrec1m from a reservoir might require that water be 
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released from the impoundment in order to provide a diluting effect. 

To conserve water it would be desirable to know the discharge versus 

time relationship required at the reservoir to provide the minimum 

needed diluting effect. If a reverse flood routing technique were 

available, the desired reservoir release schedule could be determined 

based on the discharge versus time relationship required at the 

downstream point. 

It is the purpose of this paper to develop a reverse flood routing 

technique. The partial differential equations of flow are integrated 

numerically using the implicit method of expressing the governing 

equations in finite difference form. The implicit method was chosen due 

to the relative freedom permitted in the choise of time interval 6t 

and distance interval 6x. Other advantages include good stability 

characteristics and computational efficiency. 

The resulting computer model was tested utilizing a short reach of 

the James River, Virginia. The section began at Reusen's Dam and exten-

ded 37 miles downstream to a gaging station at Bent Creek. During the 

time period chosen, most of the flow resulted from turbine output at 

the dam which was highly varied depending on the electrical demand. This 

resulted in a jagged, swiftly changing discharge hydrograph which pro-

vided a good test of computer model stability. 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 1957, J. J. Stoker (8) outlined the procedure of applying the 

method of characteristics to obtain the solution of the differential 

equations describing the propagation of surface waves in shallow water. 

He noted that only in the most simple cases would the characteristic 

method lend itself to explicit solutions. For the more general case 

the method of successive approximation was first presented as a method 

of determining the characteristics and thus the solution. The contin-

uous region where the solution was desired, the x-t plane, was replaced 

by a series of points joined by short line segments called a charac-

teristic net. The short line segments approximated the characteristic 

lines and the solution proceeded along the segments to each net point 

in the direction of positive time. 

A disadvantage of the characteristic method, recognized by Stoker, 

was that the location of the net points could only be determined in 

course of the computation. Thus, it was necessary to compute the 

coordinates of the net points in addition to the values of the unknowns. 

In order to avoid this problem, Stoker proposed a fixed grid system for 

use in calculating the solutions numerically. The grid consisted of 

a fixed rectangular net in the x-t plane. The governing differential 

equatjons of flow were approximated by difference equations. The solu-

tion progressed in the direction of positive time with the unknowns a-

long each row of points being explicitly determined from the preceding 

row of points by the solution of the difference equations. Although no 
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direct use of the characteristic equations was necessary in arriving 

at the solutions, the time interval lit had to be small enough to remain 

in the "domain of dependence" as determined by the characteristic lines 

and the distance interval lit. The details of the characteristic and 

explicit methods of solution are thoroughly covered in reference (8). 

In 1968, Baltzer and Lai (2) investigated three techniques for 

simulating transient flows using the digital computer to numerically 

solve the equations of continuity and momentum. 

The first method of solution studied was the power series method 

utilizing a Maclaurin series expansion of the governing partial 

differential equations. The expansion was made for a given point in 

time at a given point along the reach in terms of water stage. In 

this manner the stage at a nearby point, llx away, could be determined. 

The second method investigated was solution by the method of 

characteristics. Unlike Stoker (8), the authors were able to use a 

fixed rectangular grid of points instead of having to determine the 

location of the points during the computational procedure. A linear 

interpolation scheme allowed the characteristic lines to be determined 

such that they passed directly through the points at which the unknowns 

were being computed. It was still necessary that the choice of time 

interval 6t be directly influenced by the characteristic lines and 

the choice of distance interval lix. 

The third method studied was the implicit method. As with the 

modified characteristic method, the authors were able to use a fixed 

rectangular grid of points. The implicit method required that the 
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difference equations be written in terms of each rectangle of four 

points, resulting in two equations containing four unknowns. In writing 

the equations for an entire row of N points plus two boundary condition 

relations, a system of 2N equations in 2N unknowns resulted. Simultan-

eous solution of the equations enabled th.e procedure to advance to the 

next row of points where the solution process was repeated. The implicit 

method permitted an efficient numerical solution since the grid points 

no longer had to be within the "domain of dependence" of the character-

istic lines as required in explicit methods. Large time intervals Lt 

could be chosen without significant loss of accuracy. 

In 1970, Theodor Strelkoff (9) discussed the solution of the 

Saint-Venant equations, a form of the one-dimensional partial differ-

ential equations of unsteady flow. The various finite difference 

schemes available for their solution were analyzed with special atten-

tion paid to their stability characteristics. 

The author explained that finite difference techniques such as the 

explicit and implicit schemes could fall prey to instabilities resulting 

from error buildup. It was pointed out that the truncation error is 

automatically introduced as a part of any finite difference scheme, the 

more rapidly the functions change with respect to x and t, the greater 

the error. And further, the numerical solution of differential equa-

tions is often complicated by the fact that the small errors of truncation 

and round-off are amplified during successive time steps of the calcula-

tion. Eventually, the solution may be completely masked by these errors. 
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In examining the explicit method with rectangular grid presented 

by Stoker (8), Strelkoff indicated that the greatest accuracy is 

obtained when the time interval ~t is closest to its limiting value. 

This relationship was first reported by Courant in 1959, and is known 

as the Courant condition. 

The implicit method was also examined by Strelkoff. He noted that 

the finite difference equation could be written in several different 

forms, not all of which would yield stable solutions. It was recognized 

that the implicit scheme would result in a large number of equations 

that would have to be solved simultaneously using matrix techniques. 

In order to reduce the computer storage required for the matrix solution 

of 2N equations for 2N unknowns, the author reported on the "double-

sweep" method of solving the equations, which took advantage of the 

fact that most of the resulting matrix was occupied by zeroes. Details 

of the method can be obtained in reference (9). 

Also in 1970, M. Aroein and C. Fang (1) investigated the relative 

merits of the three most popular computation schemes for solving the 

partial differential equations of unsteady, open channel flow. Many 

computational runs were made utilizing the three methods; the explicit, 

the characteristic, and the implicit. Flood hydrographs were routed 

through actual river channels and rectangular channels, utilizing each 

of the three computational schemes for comparison purposes. The 

solution of the equation of unsteady flow by the three different methods 

was in reasonable agreement with the observed values. An analysis of 

the computer time required revealed the efficiency of the implicit 
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method over the other methods. The authors found that large time 

intervals could be utilized in the implicit method with no significant 

loss of accuracy. The explicit method required small time intervals 

in comparison. 

In applying the solution methods to a real channel with rapidly 

varying cross-sectional properties, the authors' attempts to find solu-

tions using the characteristic and explicit methods were unsuccessful. 

The implicit method was found to be the only method that could handle 

significant changes in cross section from station to station without 

difficulty. The authors concluded that the implicit method demonstra-

ted greater stability and was more efficient than the other two methods 

in the solution of the one-dimensional partial differential equations 

of unsteady flow as applied to natural channels. 

In 1972, Contractor and Wiggert (4) applied the implicit method 

of solution to the one-dimensional, partial differential equations of 

unsteady flow on the James River, Virginia. 

The authors established a fixed rectangular grid in the x-t plane 

as shown in Figure 1. The finite difference equations were first 

written for the point R by taking the appropriate property values at 

the points A, B, C, and D. The computer model written using these 

difference equations yielded solutions that tended to oscillate about 

the actual solution, resulting in a jagged appearance when plotted. 

This was determined to occur only when a slowly changing hydrograph was 

routed through a reach. As long as the rate of change of the hydrograph 
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t 

Figure 1. The x-t plane used in the implicit method (Contractor and 
Wiggert (4)). 
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was large in relation to the time interval 6t, the point R resulted 

in the greatest accuracy. 

The finite difference equations were next written for the point 

T by again taking the differences (with appropriate consideration for 

the off-center location of T) at the points A, B, C, and D. The 

computer model written using these difference equations produced a 

smooth hydrograph that compared well with actual values in those cases 

where the hydrograph was not rapidly changing in relation to the time 

interval Lt, Using the point T for rapidly varying situations produced 

a smoothed hydrograph that did not accurately represent the actual data. 



III. BASIC THEORY 

Before proceeding with the details of numerical solution of the 

basic equations governing unsteady flow in open channels of varying 

cross section, it is appropriate at this point to develop these equa-

tions, continuity and momentum, from first principles. Of additional 

significance is the form of each of these equations which the writer 

will develop. In the literature (references 1, 4, and 5), researchers 

have invariably manipulated the two basic equations to a form contain-

ing average velocity in place of discharge. In doing so, it is almost 

always necessary to eliminate higher order terms in order to facilitate 

solution of the equations. The writer has left the equations in the 

more basic, and he believes simpler form, by not converting discharge 

to average velocity. 

Development of the one-dimensional, unsteady, partial differential 

equation of continuity can be followed by referring to Figure 2. 

The discharge changes with distance along the channel at a rate 

equal to: 

lQ_ 
:ix - q [l] 

where Q is the discharge in the channel and q the lateral inflow per 

unit length. The difference in the total volume through sections 1 and 

2 during the time dt is: 

( ~~ ) dxd t - q dxd t [2] 

10 
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Figure 2. Definition sketch for the development of the continuity 
equation. 
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In addition the corresponding change in channel storage within the 

element during the time dt is: 

B (*) dxdt (31 

The net change in total volume plus the change in storage should be 

zero; therefore: 

( ~) dxdt - q dxdt + B ( *) dxdt = 0 (4) 

Simplifying equation [4], the final form becomes 

2Q_ + ':JA - q = 0 
Clx 3t (5) 

The development of the one-dimensional unsteady, partial differen-

tial equation of motion follows the usual steps with reference being 

made to Figure 3. The sum of the forces on the fluid element must equal 

the rate of change in momentum. The net static force on the fluid ele-

ment is equal to the rate of change of the static force over the distance 

dx: 

Cl(yyA) 
ax dx [6] 

For gentle bed slopes the weight component acting downstream is 

given by: 

where S0 is the bed slope. The shear force is: 



Centroid of cross-sectional area, A 

I 
x- y ~j 

dx 

8 0 
Figure 3. Definition sketch for the development of the momentum equation. 
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where Sf is the friction slope. The sum of the forces must equal the 

total rate of change in momentum: 

d(pVQ) (9] 

where V is the average velocity. Equating the sum of the force terms 

to the momemtum term results in the equation of motion: 

which can be simplified to: 

3cJA) 
-cix-

1 dx + (S - S ) Adx = -
0 f g 

d (p-VQ) 

The continuity equation [5] and the equation of motion (11] 

(10] 

[11) 

together are sufficient to fully describe the one dimensional, unsteady 

flow in channels of varying cross section. 

All that remains is to integrate these equations numerically over 

a given reach of river for a given transient flow condition by utilizing 

the high-speed digital computer. 



IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER MODEL 

The one-dimensional, unsteady, partial differential equations of 

continuity and momentum have previously been developed and are restated 

here: 

a cYA) 
dX 

0 

2 
d + (S - s ) Adx = .!.. d (_._Ao). x 0 f g 

(12) 

[ 131 

In solving these equations numerically by using the implicit method, 

a fixed grid of points must be established in the x-t plane. The grid 

points are spaced in accordance with the desired time interval and dis-

tance divisions along the reach. A subscripting scheme was used in 

labeling the points as shown in Figure 4. 

The first step in the numerical solution of equations (12] and 

[13] requires the replacement of the partial and total differentials 

with equivalent finite difference terms. 

The writer made the decision to write the finite difference equa-

tions at the point~ based on the findings of Contractor and Wiggert (4). 
A 

In their research the point R gave the best results when computing 

rapidly varying flows. 

In writing the finite difference form of the continuity equation, 

each term is replaced by an equivalent finite difference term written 

for the point R as follows: 

(Qi . + Q. ·+1> J ,] 1 ,] 

2 
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LlX, 

1 
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Figure 4. Grid subscripting scheme. 
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-= at 
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(A. . + A. +l . ) l 1,J 1 ,J 
2 

1 
L'lt 

[14] 

where tix. can vary from one grid rectangle to the next. For convenience, 
1 

6t was chosen to be constant. The lateral inflow was assumed to be a 

known constant per unit length along the reach, and designated as 

"QINFLO." 

The terms of the momentum equation are replaced by their equivalent 

finite-difference relations in a similar manner: 

a (YA) dx 
dX 

yA! .. + yAI. ·+l 1,J 1,J 
2 

y A I . +l . + y A I . +l . +l 1 ,] 1 ,] 

2 

[ Ai,j + Ai+l,j + Ai,j+l + Ai+l,j+l]. 
(S -Sf) Adx = S L'lx. 

0 0. 1 
1 

[sfAI .. + SfAI ·+1 . + SfAI. ·+1 + SfAI i+l,j+l l - !'ix .. 1,J 1 !J 1,J 
1 4 

! d ( 22 ) = 
1 [ii 02 

1 .. ] A li+l,j+l -
.:!..-

g g A 1,J 

where S , the bed slope, is a known value at each cross section of 
0 

the river reach. The friction slope, Sf, is given by the Manning 

relation: 

s = f 
n2Q!GIP4/3 

2. 2082 A l0/3 

[15] 

The only unknowns in the two finite equations are the dependent 

variables, discharge Q and depth y. The cross-section area A, and the 
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distance from the water surface to the centroid y, are both functions of 

depth y. Manning's roughness number, n, is also unknown, but a value 

is assumed initially and later adjusted to the value which results in 

a solution that best matches the actual data. 

Up to this point the procedure is identical regardless of whether 

the governing equations are being solved in conjunction with forward 

flood routing or reverse flood routing. The writer first developed a 

computer model for forward flood routing in order to provide a basis 

for the development of the reverse flood routing solution technique. 

It was strongly suspected, and subsequently verified, that a large num-

ber of the solution steps would be corrunon to both the forward and 

reverse flood routing techniques. For the above reason the procedure 

required for fonvard flood routing will be presented first. 

The reach is first divided into the desired number of sections, 

N-1, of lx1 length. Choosing a time interval 6t then completes a grid 

of points of N columns and a variable number of rows, M, depending on 

the time span of the upstream hydrograph being routed through the reach. 

In the implicit method, the j row values of Q and y are known and the 

j+l row values unknown. Therefore, Q and y along the j=l row must 

be assigned initial values in order to enable the solution to 

be advanced to the j=2 row. Since there are N grid columns, there 

are 2N unknowns. Two finite difference equations, continuity and 

momentum, can be written for each of N-1 grid rectangles. For each grid 

rectangle the equations are written in four unknowns. Since the un-

knowns 2.l each grid point are common to the equations written for the 
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two adjacent grid rectangles (with the exception of the upstream and 

downstream boundaries), a system of 2(N-l) equations in 2N unknowns 

results. The remaining two equations needed are provided by the 

boundary conditions. At the upstream boundary, i=l, the input dis-

charge hydrograph is known, therefore. 

- QUj+l = 0 [ 17 J 

where is the discharge specified by the input discharge hydro-

graph for the j+l time step. At the downstream boundary, i=N, the 

depth-discharge relationship is known, giving the last relationship 

needed: 

YN ·+1 - yd = 0 ,J [ 18 J 

where yd is the depth determined from the depth-discharge relationship 

for the computed value of discharge, QN,j+l" For convenience the com-

plete set of 2N equations can be written as follows: 

Ho(Ql'yl) = 0 

G1(Q1•Y1•Qz,y2) O 

Fl (Ql,yl,Q2,y2) O 

0 Gi(Qi,yi,Qi+l'Yi+l) 

Fi(Qi,yi,Qi+l'Yi+l) O 

GN-1 (QN-1'YN-l'QN,yN) O 

FN-l(QN-l'YN-l'QN,yN) O 

HN(QN'yN) = 0 

(19] 

where H0 and HN are the boundary equations, G1 to GN-l the continuity 
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equations, and F1 to FN-l the momentum equations. The second subscript, 

j+l is omitted to improve clarity. 

Solution of the finite difference equations is accomplished by 

applying the generalized Newton iteration method to equation [19]. Trial 

values are assigned to the unknowns, which when substituted into 

equation [19] will in general result in non-zero values on the right hand 

sides of the equations called residues. The solution to the system of 

equations is arrived at by adjusting the trial values in successive 

iterative steps until the residues approach zero within a predetermined 

tolerance. 

In the generalized Newton iteration method the residue and the par-

tial derivatives of equation [19) are related as follows: 

ClH ClH 
0 0 
~ dQl + -~ - dy -R oy1 1 1 1 

'4G ClGl ClGl 3G1 l 1 
-- dQl + 3Y dyl + ClQ2 dQ2 + -" - dy2 -R 
!lQl oy 2 2 1 

(1}<'1 3Fl ()Fl aF1 
aq- dQl + -- dv + Q dQ2 + -dy -R ()y - 1 8Y 2 3 1 1 2 2 

riG. ClG. ClG. ClG. 
l l l 

dQi+l + 
l 

dyi+l '.JQ. dQi + -"- dy. + 
Cly. 1 

-R 
oy i l JO 2. 

l 'i+l i+ l 

ClF. uF. ClF. ClF. 
l l 

dyi 
l 

dQi+l + 
l 

dy i+l -R JQ. dQi + Cly. + 
ClQi+l Zly. 1 2i+l l l i+ 
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3GN-l aGN-1 
dyN-1 + 

ClGN-1 
dQN + 

<JGN-1 
dyN 3Q dQN-1 + <JyN-1 <JQN ClyN -R2(N-l) 

N-1 

<JFN-1 
dQN-1+ 

<JFN-1 
dyN-1 + 

<JFN-1 
dQN 

<JFN-1 

<iQN-1 
+-a-- dyN = -R2(N-l)+l ClyN-1 3QN YN 

[20) 

where R denotes the residue. 

Equation [20) forms a second system of 2N equations containing 2N 

unknowns in dQ and dy. The partial differential coefficients are known 

values which are evaluated from equation [19) as follows, noting that 

the j+l subscript is again omitted for clarity: 

1. 

0. 

;JG. 1 l 

:)() . 21~X. 
'l l 

:~G. 1 2'A. 
l l --

~iy. 21\ t ;Jy. 
l - l 

~G. 1 l = --,)Qi+l nx. 
l 

21G. 1 3Ai+l l 

;:.yi+l 2/\t ;iy. 1 i+ 



where 

~F A asf. o i uX. 
__ 1 A 1 

3Q. = 4 i ClQ. 
1 1 

S b.x. 
0. 1 

1 

4 

3A. 
1 

ay. 
1 

, 3Sf. uX. 
___ 1A 1 

4 i Cldy. 
1 
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3F. b.x. 
as 

2Qi+l 1 1 fi+l 
- -4- Ai+l = 

3Qi+l 3Qi+l gAi+l 

3F. 3yA I i+l 
s 

3Ai+l 1 1 0 i+l 
3y. 1 - 2 3Yi+l 

+ 4 Clyi+l 1+ 

/'ox. 3Ai+l DX, 
_1 s 1 

- 4 fi+l ay i+l 
- -4- Ai+l 

2 
3Ai+l 

+ .! Qi+l 
g 2 3y i+l 

Ai+l 

dA. 1 B. -= 
ay. 1 

1 

JAi+l 
Bi+l ayi+l 

asf. 2 
Qi 

p4/3 n 1 1 --= 
~H1. 

1 1.1041 A ~0/3 
1 

~·vA 1 . - 1 
A. -----

.iv. l . 1 

3S 
fi+l 

ciy i+l 
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n2 Q. IQ. !P~/3 
1 1 1 --= -------

dyi 0.66246 A:3 / 3 

'dyA i+l 
----= 

ay i+l 

as 
fi+l 

ayi+l 
= 

1 

n2 Q. IQ. !P:13 
+ 1 1 1 

1. 65615 A l0/3 
i 

2 4/3 
n Qi+l P i+l 

1 1041 A l0/3 . i+l 

2 I I 4/3 n Qi+l Qi+l P i+l 

0.66246 A~~i3 

2 I I 1/3 n Qi+l Qi+l P i+l 
+ 

1. 65615 A~~iJ 

Cll~ DIFFY 
<lQN = - DIFFQ 

()pi+l 

ay i+l 

[ 21] 

It should be noted that DIFFY/DIFFQ is the slope of the downstream 

depth-discharge relationship (rating curve). The coefficients of the 

unknowns given by equation [21) form a banded matrix. The system of 

equations can be conveniently solved by using a program in the IBM 

Scientific Subroutine Package. 
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The solution of equation [20] yields N values of dQ and N values 

of dy which are the changes to be applied to the approximate values of 

Q and y, respectively, in order to make the approximate values approach 

the actual solution. Q + dQ and y + dy are then substituted back into 

equation [19] in order to produce a new series of residues which will 

then repeat the cycle. Iteration continues through as many cycles 

as are required for dq and dy to become small enough values to pass 

the interval tolerance test. The values of Q and y at this point 

become the solutions to equation [19] at the j+l step and the procedure 

advances to the j+2 step. The iterative process is then repeated for 

the j+2 step. Thus, in this manner the values of Q and y are determined 

along each row of grid points in turn, moving in the direction of 

positive time, until the Q and y values at all of the grid points in 

the x-t plane have been determined. This completes the computational 

procedure with the downstream discharge hydrograph being produced by 

simply plotting the Q values along column i=N as a function of time. 

In attempting to accomplish reverse flood routing, two different 

variations in what was essentially the same solution procedure used in 

the forward flood routing technique were attempted. The first varia-

tion attempted was to write the difference equations in the same 

manner as was done in forward flood routing, with appropriate changes 

in the boundary condition equations. The j row of grid points became 

the unknown points and the j+l row the known points. Therefore, the 

solution proceeded in the downward direction (in the direction of 

negative time) starting with the j=M-1 row at the top of the grid. 
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The j=M row, where M-1 is the maximum number of time intervals At, 

was initialized with values of Q and y in the same manner as the j=l 

row was initialized in the forward flood routing technique. As before, 

a system of 2N equations with 2N unknowns results. The writer was 

unable to obtain convergence to a solution in the iterative procedure 

utilizing this method, and therefore attempted the second variation in 

solution procedure. 

The second variation was unorthodox in that the solution proceeded 

in the negative x direction in the x-t plane. Unlike the other pro-

cedures presented, the solution is obtained column by column instead of 

row by row in the grid of points. To accomplish reverse flood routing 

utilizing this technique, the i=N column grid points are initialized 

with values of Q and y, the values of Q being taken from the downstream 

discharge hydrograph at the appropriate time increment. Corresponding 

values of depth, y, are obtained from a rating curve, giving the 

relationship between depth and discharge at the downstream boundary. 

This solution procedure allowed a solution to be obtained for all of 

the grid points and therefore will be presented in full detail below. 

Since the basic finite difference equations (equations [14] and 

[15]) remain unchanged, the same grid of points used in the forward 

flood routing scheme can be used for the column by column reverse flood 

routing scheme. From this point on, the column by column solution 

technique will be referred to as the "column procedure" and the row 

by row technique as the "row procedure." 

As before, we again have a grid of points of N columns by M rows. 
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This time, however, a slightly different criterion is required in 

the choice M. The total time period used must be sufficiently large 

to include the downstream discharge hydrograph plus a period of steady 

flow added to the beginning and end of the downstream hydrograph. 

This becomes necessary since a boundary value, either discharge or 

depth, must be known for all j=l and j=M grid points. A sufficiently 

long steady flow period must be added to the discharge hydrograph to 

allow the unsteady flow solution to progress across the x-t plane 

without reaching the steady flow boundary values. Although no direct 

use of characteristic lines is made in the implicit solution technique, 

their effect must still be taken into account. Another way of stating 

the above restriction is that the characteristic lines along which the 

unsteady flow disturbances travel in the x-t plane must not intercept 

the upper or lower boundaries of the grid when using the column pro-

cedure of solution. 

In computing the solution in the negative x direction using the 

column procedure, the difference equations of continuity and momentum 

are written for the grid rectangles in the vertical direction. This 

results in 2(M-1) equations containing 2M unknowns. The knowns are 

along the i+l column and the unknowns along the i column. 

Once again two additional equations are required to provide a 

full set of equations. These are provided by boundary values along 

row j=l and j=M. Discharge, Q, is known along the rows since the 

regions of steady flow previously described are added on either end of 

the downstream discharge hydrograph. Therefore, the lower boundary 
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equation is given by: 

Qi,l - (Qi+l,l - DQDX) = O [22] 

and the upper boundary condition given by: 

Qi,M - (Qi+l,M - DQDX) = O [23] 

where DQDX is the total lateral inf low occurring over the distance 

increment ~xi. In the same manner as before, the complete set of 

equations can be written conveniently as: 

Ho(yl'Ql) = 0 

Gl (yl,Ql,y2,Q2) O 

Fl(yl,Ql,y2,Q2) O 

Gj(yj,Qj,yj+l'Qj+l) 

Fj(yj,Qj,yj+l'Oj+l) 

r,M-1 (yM-l'QM-l'yM,QM) 

FM-1 (yM-l'QM-l'yM,QM) 

8tt (yM' QM) = 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

[24] 

where H0 and HM are the boundary equations, G1 to GM-l the continuity 

equations, and F1 to FM-l the momentum equations. The first subscript, 

i, was omitted to improve clarity. 

Solution of the finite difference equations is obtained by apply-

ing the generalized Newton iteration method to equation [24) in exactly 
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the same manner as done in obtaining the forward flood routing solution. 

Residues resulting from the insertion into equation [24) of trial 

values of Q and y are related to the partial derivatives of equation 

[ 24] as follows: 

_5_ ClG. 
+act dQ. + ()y. dy j 

.J j J 

ClF. ClF. a1- dy. + ~ dQ. + yj J 0 • J 
J 

-R 1 

ClG. 
J 

Clyj+l 

ClF. 

Clyj+l 

dyj+l + 

dyj+l + 

ClGM-1 
dyM-1 + 

ClGM-1 ClGM-1 
ClyM-1 ClQ dQM-1 + ClyM M-1 

ClFM-1 
dyM-1 + 

ClFM-1 
dQM-1 + 

ClFM-1 
ClyM-1 Cl() ayM 'M-1 

31\i 3~ 
- R2M ~ dyM + ~ dOM = -)M M 

ClG. 
J 

ClQj+l 

ClF. 
J 

ClQj+l 

dyM + 

-R 2 

-R 3 

dQ.+l .1 

dOj+l 

ClGM-1 
3QM 

dyM + 
ClFM-1 

ClQM 

-R2j 

-R2j+l 

dQM = -R2(M-1) 

dQM = -R2 (M-1)+1 

[25) 

Equation [25) forms a system of 2M equations containing 2M unknowns 
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in dy and dQ. The partial differential coefficients are known values 

which are evaluated from equation [24) as follows, noting that the i 

subscript is being omitted for simplicity: 

o. 

1. 

3G. l 'dA. 
--1. = - - _J_ 
ay. 2llt 3Y. 

J J 

ac. 
_J_ = 
ClQ. 

J 

C!F. 

1 
2llx 

1 
2llx 

3yA I. s 6x 
0 _J_ = ! J +--Cly. 2 Cly. 4 

J J 

Q: 
- _:i_ 

2 gA. 
J 

JF. 6x A. ()Sf. 
_J_ = - __ _J_ _ ___j_ + 
')() !~ :)(~ . ' 'j J 

3A. 6x sf 3A. 
_J_ - _J_ -
Cly. 4 Cly. 

J J 

3A. 
_J_ 
ayj 

2Qj 
f-A. 

J 

6x A. asf. 
__J_ 

4 3yj 
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'dy. j 

J 
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J 
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~ f 
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:JQ. 

J 

;s _ 
1 '+l 

---~ = 
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.1 
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[26] 

The solution of equation [26] yields M values of dy and M values of 

dQ which are the changes to be applied to the approximate values of y 

and Q, respectively, in order to approach the solution. The improved 

values of y and Q are then substituted back into equation [24] and the 

cycle repeated as many times as required to approach the actual solu-

tion within the tolerance specified. In this manner, the solution 

progresses from one grid column to the next in the negative x direction 

until the solution is determined for the entire grid of points. This 

completes the computational procedure, and the upstream hydrograph can 

be produced by plotting the Q values along column i=l as a function of 

time. 



V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The writer initially developed simplified computer models, utilizi-

zing the implicit method, in an attempt to determine the full extent 

of the computational procedures available for use in forward and 

reverse flood routing. Using a simple sine wave input hydrograph and 

a rectangular channel, the writer attempted to compute a solution in 

each of the four possible directions in the x-t plane. In forward flood 

routing it is possible to use either the column procedure by computing 

the solution in the positive x direction or the row procedure by com-

puting in the direction of positive time. In reverse flood routing 

the opposite is true. In this case the column procedure can be used by 

computing in the negative x direction or the row procedure by computing 

in the direction of negative time. 

The writer was not successful in obtaining a stable solution using 

the column procedure in conjunction with forward flood routing. Solu-

tion instabilities were also encountered when reverse flood routing was 

attempted using the row procedure. The successful computer models, 

forward flood routing by the row procedure and reverse flood by the 

column procedure, were fully developed by the writer for application 

to natural channels. These two computer programs are included in 

Appendix A and Appendix B. 

The fully developed computer models were tested using the 37 mile 

long reach from Reusen's Dam to Bent Creek on the James River. The 

fl ow period chosen was from March 30 to April 5, 1969, which is 

32 
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identical to that used in reference (4) for the same river reach. The 

lateral inflow per foot length of reach, QINFLO, was also identical 

to that used in reference (4); 0.00535 cfs/ft. An initial value of 

0.035 was chosen for the Manning roughness number, n. 

The cross section geometry and bed elevation was available for 

twelve stations along the reach, dividing the reach into eleven distance 

intervals. Table 1 lists the river mile, elevation, and bed slope at 

each of the twelve stations. The river cross section at each station 

was approximated by a triangle and two trapezoids as shown in Figure 5. 

The forward flood routing computer model was tested first, using 

the discharge hydrograph at the dam as input. The discharge hydrograph 

is presented in Figure 6. The hydrograph consists of 165 hourly values 

of real data plus 35 hours of steady flow added to each end of the 

hydrograph. 

The distance intervals and the time span chosen above resulted in 

a rectangular grid of points in the x-t plane of M = 200 rows and 

N = 12 columns. Boundary conditions were supplied by the dam hydrograph 

along column N = 1 and by a rating curve along column N = 12. 

The dam hydrograph (Figure 6) was successfully routed through the 

reach resulting in the computed discharge hydrograph at Bent Creek a" 

presented by Figure 7. Figure 7 compares the computed Bent Creek 

hydrograph with the actual Bent Creek hydrograph. It will be noted 

that the peaks of the hydrographs show a good agreement, while the 

valleys do not. This result is comparable to that attained in ref-

crcnL'.e (4) for the same river reach and data input. Figure 8 presents 
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Table 1. River Station Features from Reusen's Dam to Bent Creek. 

Station 
(N) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

River Mile 

255.4 

253.0 

250.0 

247.0 

244.0 

241.0 

238.0 

235.0 

232.0 

229.0 

227.0 

224 .o 

Elevation 
ft . above MSL 

517.0 

497.0 

485.0 

478.0 

465.0 

450.0 

438.0 

425.0 

413.0 

400,0 

390.0 

380.0 

Bed slope 
ft/ft 

0.0015780 

0.0011680 

0.0005997 

o. 0006313 

0.0008838 

0.0008523 

0.0007891 

0.0007891 

0.0007891 

0.0008838 

0.0008681 

0.0007891 
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~ Approximated bottom contour 

Actual bottom contour 

Figure 5. Method of approximation of station cross sections. 
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a portion of Figure 7 with the time scale expanded. The writer found 

it unnecessary to alter the Manning roughness number since the computed 

hydrograph was in good overall agreement with the actual hydrograph. 

The reverse flood routing computer model was tested by using the 

computed Bent Creek hydrograph presented by Figure 7 as input. The 

N=l2 column was initialized with the 200 discharge values corresponding 

to the computed Bent Creek discharge hydrograph. The corresponding 

depth values were determined from the Bent Creek rating curve. Boundary 

values of discharge were known along the M=l and M=200 rows since these 

remained in steady flow regions of the grid. The various physical con-

stants remained unchanged from that used in the forward flood routing 

computer model. 

The reverse flood routing computer model produced the computed 

darn discharge hydrograph presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9 the computed 

hydrograph is compared to the actual hydrograph at the dam, where it will 

be noted that near perfect agreement was attained with .the exception of 

a small deviation in the steady flow portion at the end of the hydro-

graph. In checking the individual values, the writer found that agreement 

was within 0.2%. Figure 10 presents a portion of the data from Figure 9 

plotted on an expanded time scale. The time period selected was identi-

cal to that used in plotting Figure 8. 

As an additional exercise for the reverse flood routing computer 

model, the actual Bent Creek hydrograph presented by Figure 11 was used 

as input. The iteration procedure converged to a solution for all 

columns except the last three near the darn. lt was discovered that 
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initial oscillations in the process of converging to a solution were 

resulting in negative discharge values for the lowest flow points in 

the valleys of the hydrograph. Since the computational scheme was not 

designed to handle negative discharges, divergence of the solution 

occurred. As will be noted by referring to Figure 7, the valleys of 

the actual Bent Creek hydrograph are somewhat lower than the computed 

version. 

In order to provide additional assurance that the computer model 

would handle hydrographs at higher discharges, the writer initialized 

the model with the hypothetical discharge hydrograph shown in Figure 12. 

The resulting computed hydrograph at the dam is also presented by 

Figure 12. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Strelkof f (9) presented an alternate form of the Saint-Venant equa-

tions in which discharge was the primary kinematic variable rather than 

velocity. The writer, while developing the continuity equation to an 

identical form to that presented by Strelkoff, preferred a different 

form of the momentum equation. The writer found, that by leaving the 

rate of change of momentum in total differential form, a very simple 

equation resulted (equation [11]). Unlike Strelkoff's version, it was 

possible to eliminate velocity from the momentum equation entirely. 

The final form of the governing equations utilized by the writer, 

equations [12] and [13), were found to be simple and concise, and could 

easily be expressed in finite difference form. 

Computer models were developed for forward flood routing and re-

verse flood routing. The results indicated that the concept of reverse 

flood routing is feasible, with present evidence indicating that it can 

be accomplished just as easily as normal, forward flood routing. Al-

though the writer was unable to develop computer models for forward 

flood routing using the column procedure and for reverse flood routing 

using the row procedure, no theoretical reasons are presented. It is 

recommended that additional efforts be made to obtain solutions using 

the above solution procedures, or that investigations be made to 

determine the reason convergence to a solution cannot be achieved. The 

ability to accomplish reverse flood routing using the row procedure 

would be of added benefit since the row procedure requires less computer 
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storage and execution time than the column procedure. 

The writer also recommends that a detailed mathematical study 

be made into the stability characteristics of the governing equations 

of continuity and momentum. Until the stability characteristics of 

the governing equations are fully known for a given computational 

scheme, there will continue to be unexpected and unexplained situations 

where convergence to a solution cannot be achieved. 
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C FGRWAR~ fLCCC RCUTING COMPUTER ~CDEL 

c 
C WHfRE: 
C Q = DISCHARGE 
C Y = Dt:PTH 
C A = CROSS SECTION AREA 
C YB = DISTANCE FROM ~ATER SU~FACE TO CE~TRCID OF AREA, A 
C SF = FRICTION SLOPE 
C R = RESICUES 
C CO = COEFFICIENTS (FGRMS BANDED ~ATRIX) 
C DX = UISTANCF INCREMENT 
C SO = BED SLOPE 
C B = TOP \ovIDTH 
C wD = WETTED PERIMETER 
C WPY = RATE OF CHANGE OF WETTED PERIMETER WITH RESPECT TO DEPTH, Y 
C OU = UPSTREA~ DISCHARGE HYORUGRAPH USED AS INPUT - 200 VALUES 
C YSEC & TOP~ = STATION CROSS SECTION DATA, DESCRIBES CROSS SECTION 
C QOR & YDR = DOWNSTREAM RATING CURVE, DISCHARGE VS DEPTH 
C OT = TIME INTERVAL 
c RN = MANNING aouGHNESS NUMBER 
C TOL = TCLERA~CE VALUE IN PERCENT, USED TO TEST VALUES OF OQ AND DY 
C QINFLO = LATERAL INFLOW PER FOOT OF KEACH 

COMMON Q(l2,200),Y(l2,200),A(l2,2),YB(l2,2),Sf(l2,2),R(24),C0(117) 
l,DX(ll),S0(12),B(12),WP(l2),WPY(l2),QU(200),YSEC(l2t4),JOPW(l2,4), 
2QDR(l2J,YDR(l2) 

C P~AO IN CCwNSTREA~ kATING CURVE, DISCHARGE VS DEPTH 
r.o 23 L=l,12 

2't FilRMAT(F8.2) 
READ(5,24lYDR(l) 

23 FEAD(5,24)Q0R(L) 
C RFAD IN CROSS SECTION CATA 

OG 52 1=1,12 

.,... 
\0 



DO 53 M=l,4 
54 HJRMAT(F7.2) 

~EA0(5,54)YSEC(J,M) 

55 FURMATCF7.2) 
53 REA0(5,55)TOPW(I,M) 
52 CONTINUE 

OT=3600. 
RN=. 035 
TOL=.5 
QINFL0=.00535 
NC= 1 
J=O 
CALL eEDOX 
CALL UPSTM(QINFLO) 
CALL AREA(J,RN,NC) 
NC=2 
OD 2 J=l,199 
K=.J 

C INITIALIZE RO~ J+l WITH J VALUES, WITH EXCEPTION OF UPSTREAM BOUNDARY 
C VALUE, QU 

DO 3 I=l, 12 
IF( I-1>4 9 5,4 

S Q(l,J+l)=QU(J+l) 
GO TO 3 

4 Q(I,J+l>= CCI,J) 
3 Y(l,J+ll=Y(l,J) 

17 K=K+l 
C CALCULATE ROW J+l VALUES, A, 6, YB, WP, WPY, & SF 

CALL ARtACJ,RN,NC) 
CALL PATE(YO,OIFFY,OIFFQ,J) 

C CALCULATE RESIDUES 
R(l)=Q(l,J+l)-QU(J+l) 

\JI 
0 



R(24)=Y(l2,J+l)-YD 
DO 10 I=l,ll 
M=2 ;<I 
RCl=(Q(l+l,J)+Q(l+l,J+l)-Q(l,J)-Q(l,J+l))/(2.*DX(I)) 
RCZ=(A(l,2)+A(l+l,2)-A(l,l)-A(l+l,1))/(2.*DT) 
l-<C3=-QINFLO 
R(M)=RCl+RC2+RC3 
RMl=(YB(l,l)*A(l,l)+YB(J,Z)*A(l,2)-YB(l+l,l)*A(l+l,l)-YB(l+l,2)*A( _ 

ll+l,2))/2. 
RM2=(SOCI)*A(I,l)+SO(l+l)*A(l+l,l)+SO(l)*All,2)+SO(l+l)*A(l+l,2))* 

lCX(l)/4. 
RM3=-0X(l)*(SF(J,l)*A(l,l)+SF(l+l,l)*ACl+l,l)+SF(l,2)*A(l,2)+SFCI+ 

ll,2)*ACI+l,2))/4. 
RM4=-(Q(l+l,J+ll*ABS(Q(l+l,J+l))/A(l+l,2)-Q(I,Jl*ABS(Q(l,J))/A(I,l 

1) )/32.17 
~(M+l)=R~l+RM2+RM3+RM4 

1) CONTINUE 
C CHANGE RESIDUE SIGN 

[,() 11 M=l ,24 
11 F(M)=-R(M) 

C CALCULATICN CF COEFFICl~NTS, CU, FOR BANDED MATRIX 
C.ulU=l. 
(0(2)=0.0 
CO(ll3)=-CIFFY/DIFFQ 
CO(ll4)=1.C 
00 12 I=l,11 
CO(I*l0-7)=0.C 
CO(l•lG-6)=-1./(2.*0X(I)) 
CO(l*lC-5)=B(J)/(2.*DT) 
U}( Pl0-4)=1./(2.*DX( I)) 
Cu(I~l0-3)=H(l+l)/(2.*CT) 

CO(I~lC-2)=-DX(l)*R~*RN*~(l,J+l)¥WP(1)**(4./3.)/(4.4164*A(l,2)**(7 
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l. /3.)) 
COJl=A(l,2)/2.+0X(l)*B(l)*(SO(l)-SfCI,2))/4. 
COJ2=DX(l)*RN*RN*CCI,J+l)*ABS(O(I,J+l)) 
COJ3=WP(l)*~(4./3.)*8(1)/(2.64934*ACl,2)**(10./3.)) 
COJ4=-wF( I)**( 1./3. )*WPY( I)/( 6.624oC*A( 1,2) **(7./3.)) 
CU(l*l0-l)=COJl+CCJ2*CCOJ3+COJ4) 
COJ5=-DX(l)*RN*RN*Q(l+l,J+l)*WP(J+l)**(4./3.)/(4.4164*A(l+l 1 2)**(7 

1./3.)) 
COJ6=-2.*t(l+l,J+l)/(32.17*ACI+l,2)) 
CO( l*lC)=COJ5+COJ6 
COJ7=-A( I+l,2 )/2.+DX( I )*B( I+l)>i'(SO( I+U-SF( 1+1 1 2) )/4. 
lDJB=DX(l)*RN*RN*OCI+l,J+l)*ABS(Q(l+l,J+l)) 
COJ9=WP(l+l)**(4./3.)*B(l+l)/(2.64984*A(l+l 1 2)**(10./3.)) 
COJ10=-WP(l+l)**(l./3.)*WPY(l+l)/(6.62460*A(l+l 1 2)**(7./3.)) 
COJll=Q(l+l,J+l)*AbS(Q(l+l,J+l))~B(l+l)/(32.17*A(l+l 1 2)*A(l+l 1 2)) 
CO(l*lO+ll=CCJ7+CCJB*(COJ9+COJ10)+COJll 

12 CO(I*lG+2)=C.O 
C SCLVE MATRIX 

CALL GELB(R,cr,24,1,2,2,s.OE-07,IER) 
40 FORMAT(5X 13HK= 114 1 5X15HIER= 11415X 13HJ= 1 14) 

WRITc(6 1 40)K,IER,J 
lF(K-lC)51 1 70,70 

C SEE IF ERROP VALUES, DQ & DY, ARE LESS THAT SPECIFIED TOLERANCE 
51 DO 14 I=l,12 

fRRORQ=R(2*1-1)/Q(l,J+l) 
IF(ABS(ERRORQ)-TOL/100.)15 1 15,16 

15 ERROkY=R(2*1)/Y(I,J+l) 
IF(ABS{ERRORY)-TOL/100.)14 1 14,16 

14 CONTINUE 
co Tf; 21 

C COMPUT~ K+l VALUES OF DISCHARGE ANL C~PTH 
16 DO 20 1=1 1 12 
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~(I,J+l)=Q(I,J+l)+R(2*1-l) 

2J Y(I,J+l)=Y(l,J+l)+R(2*1) 
GO Tf, 17 

C COMPUTE FINAL VALUfS OF OISCHA~GE ANO DEPTH 
?l DU 22 1=1,12 

Q(I,J+l)=Q(l,J+l)+R(2*1-l) 
22 Y(l,J+l)=Y(J,J+l)+R(2*1) 

C CALCULATE FINAL VALUES CF A, B, YB, ~P, WPY, & SF FOR ROW J+l 
CALL AFF.A(J,f<N,NC) 

C MGVE FORWARD VALUES CF A, YS & SF 
DO 18 I=l,12 
A(ltl)=A(I,2) 
YB(I,U=Ve(I,2) 

t •; SF ( I , 1) =SF (J, d 
2 CCNTINUE 

C PRINT FI~AL VALUES OF Q ANDY FCR GRID PCINTS 
OC frC J= 1, 2CO 

61 fORMAT(2X,12fl0.2) 
~RITE(6,61)0(1,J),Q(2,J),Q(3,J),Q(4,J),Q(5,J),Q(6,J),Q(7,J),Q(8,J) 

1,Q(9,J),Q(l0,J),Q(ll,J),Q(12,J) 
6~ FCRMAT(2X,12Fl0.4) 

wkITE(6,62)Y(l,J),Y(2,J),Y(3,J),Y(4,J),Y(5,J),Y(6,J),Y(7,J),Y(8,J) 
l,Y(Y,J),Y(l0,J),V(ll,J),Y(l2,J) 

6<..• CC1HINUE 
70 CONTINUE 

STOP 
fND 
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SUrlRLIUTINE BEDOX 
c SUBROUTI~E "eECDX" READS IN aEO SLGPE VALUES, so, FGR EACH STATION, 
C AND, kEACS IN THE DISTANCE INCREMENTS, OX 

COMMJ~ Q(12,200),Y(l2,20Q),A(l2,2),Y3(12,2),SF(l2t2),R(24),C0(117) 
l,OX(ll),S0(12),B(l2),WP(12),wPY(l2),QU(200),YSEC(l2,4),TOPW(l2,4), 
2~DR(l2),YOR(l2) 

CO 101 L=l,12 
lOJ FORMAT(Fl0.8) 
lJl ~EAD(5,100)SC(l) 

DO 122 L=l,ll 
101 FORMATCF7.l) 
10? ~EAD(5,103)CX(L) 
q~z FG~MAT(ZX,'BEO SLCPE (1-12) 1 1 12F9.7) 

~~ITE(6,902)SO(l),S0(2),S0(3),S0(4),50(5) 1 S0(6) 1 50(7),$0(8),$0(9), 
lSO(lJ),50(11),SC(ll) 

~Q~ FO~~AT(2x,•ox (1-11) •,11F9.l) 
hRITf(6,9C3)0X(l) 1 0X(2),DX(3),0X(4),0X(5) 1 GX(6) 1 DX(7),DX(8},0X(9), 

lCX(l0),LX(ll) 
RETURN 
f.NO 
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SUBROUTINE UPSTM(QINFLO) 
C iUciRUUTINE "UPSTM" READS IN UPSTREAM DISCHARGE HYDROGRAPH, QU VS TIME 
C ANO, INITIALIZES THE M = 1 ROW WITH VALUES OF Q ANDY 

COM~ON Q(l2,200),Y(l2,2CO),A(l2,2),YB(l2,2),Sf(l2t2),R(24),C0(117) 
l,DX(ll),$0(12J,B(l2),WP(l2),WPY(l2),QU(200),YSEC(l2,4),TOPW(l2,4), 
2QDR ( 12), YDR (12 I 

CO 200 M=l,2CO 
£'.)4 FORMATCF8.2) 
20) READ(5,204)QU(~) 

C(l,1)=35<11. 
DO 2)1 I=l,11 

2Jl Q(l+l,l)=Q(J,l)+DX(ll*QINFLO 
DO 202 l=l,12 

2J3 FORMAT(F7.41 
202 REA0(5,2031Y(J,1) 

PE TURN 
£ND 
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SUMRGUTINE RATE(YO,DIFFY,OIFFQ,J) 
C SURFOUTINE "RATE" USES CUR~ENT VALUE OF 0(12,J+l), DETERMINES 
C CORRESPOt-.iOING DEPTH, Y(l2,J+l) FROM DOWNSTREAM RATING CURVE 

COMMON Q(l2,200),Y(12,200),A(l2,2),YB(l2,2),SF(l2,2),P(24),C0(117) 
l,OX(ll),S0(12),B(l2),WPll2),WPY(l2),QU(200),YSEC(12,4),TOPW(l2,4), 
2QDR(l2J,YORC12) 

00 400 L=l, 12 
IF(QOR(L)-Q(12,J+l)}400,400,402 

400 CONTINUE 
402 OIFFQ=CDR(L)-QDR(L-1) 

DIFFY=YOR(L)-YDR(L-1) 
DFQ=QDR(L)-Q(l2,J+l) 
DFY=DFC*DIFFY/DIFFO 
YD-=YDR(l)-OFY 
f<ETUP.N 
FND 

VI 
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SUBROUTINE AREA(J,RN,NC) 
C SUBROUTINE "AREA" COMPUTES CURRENT VALUES OF A, B, YB, WP, WPY, & SF 

COMMON Q(l2,200),Y(l2,200),A(l2,2),YB(l2,2),$F(l2,2),R(24),CO(ll7) 
lr0X(ll),SC(l2),B(l2),WP(l2),WPY(l2),QU(200),YSEC(l2,4) 9 TOPW(l2,4), 
2QDR(l2),Y0~(12) 

DO 302 l=l, 12 
HTOPW2=TOPW(l,2)/2. 
HTOPW3=TOPW(l,3)/2. 
HTOPW4=TCPW(l,4)/2. 
YSEC12=YSECCl,3)-YSEC(l,2) 
YSEC43=YSECCI,4)-YSF.C(J,3) 
WP1=2.*SORTCYSEC(I,2l**2.+HTCPW2**2.) 
WP2=2.*SCRTCYSEC32**2.+CHTOPW3-HTOPW2)**2.) 
Al=HTOPW2*VSEC(l,2) 
A2=HTOPW2*YSEC32 
A3=HTOPW3~YSEC32 

SLOPEl=YSEC(l,2)/HTOPW2 
SLOPE2=YSEC32/(HTOPW3-HTOPW2) 
SLUPE3=YSEC43/(HTCPW4-HTOPW3) 
VY=Y( I ,J+l) 
IF(YSEC(I,2)-VY)305,304,304 

3J4 HX=VY/SLOPEl 
A(I,NC)=HX*VY 
YB(l,NC)=VY/3. 
wP(l)=2.*SCRT(VY**2.+HX**2.) 
WPY(l)=2.*SQRT(SLOPE1**(-2.)+l.) 
GO TO 315 

30~ IF(YSECCI,3)-VY)3C7,306,306 
306 VYSEC2=VY-YSECCl,2) 

HXTl=V~SEC2/SLOPf2 
HX= HTOPW2+HXT 1 
AT2=HTCP~2*VYSEC2 
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AT3=HX*VYSEC2 
A(I,NC)=Al+iT2+AT3 
WPT1=2.*SQRT(VYSEC2~*Z.+HXT1**2.) 
wP(l)=WPl+WPTl 
MOMl=Al*(VY-YSEC(l,2)*2./3.) 
MOMT2=AT2*(VYSEC2*2./3.t 
MO~T3=AT3*(VY5EC2/3.) 

TMUM=MCMl+MCMT2+MOMT3 
Yb( I ,NC )=TMC~/A( I ,NC) 
"-PY'(l )=2.*SQRT(SLOPE2**(-2.)+l.) 
GO TU 315 

307 VYSEC3=VY-YSEC(l,3) 
~XT2=VYSEC3/SLOPE3 

HX=HTOPw3+HXT2 
AT4=HTOPW3*VYSEC3 
AT5=HX*VYSEC3 
A(l,~C)=Al+A2+A3+AT4+AT5 

WP12=2.*SQRT(VYSEC3*#2.+HXT2**2.) 
hP(l)=kPl+kP2+WPT2 
MOMl=Al*(VY-YSEC(l,2)*2./3.) 
~OM2=A2*(YSEC32*2./3.+VYSfC3) 
MUM3=A3*(YSEC32/3.+VYSEC3) 
~OMT4=AT4*(VYSEC3*2./3.) 
MO~T5=AT5*(VYSEC3/3.) 
TMOM=MO~l+M0~2+M0~3+MOMT4+MOMT5 

YB(I,NC)=TMOM/A(I,NC) 
~PY(l)=2.•SQRTCSLOPE3**(-2.)+l.) 

315 B(I )=2.*HX 
302 SF(l,NC)=~N*RN*Q(l,J+ll*ABS(Q(I,J+l))*~P(l)**(4./3.)/(2.2082*A(l,N 

lC)**(l0./3.)) 
RE:TU•<N 
FNO 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c ,.. 
\.. 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBROUTINE GELB 

PURPCSE 
TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS wITH A 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF BAND STRUCTURE. 

USAGE 
CALL GELB(R,A,M,N,~UO,~LO,EPS,IER) 

DCSCRIPTICN OF PARAMETERS 
R - M BY N RIGHT HAND SIDE MATRIX (DESTROYED). 

ON RETURN R CONTAINS THE SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS. 
A - M BY M COEFFICIENT MATRIX WITH BAND STRUCTURE 

(DESTROYED). 
M - THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM. 
N - THE NUMBER OF RIGHT HANO SIDE VECTORS. 
~UD - THE ~UMBER OF UPPER CODIAGONALS (THAT MEANS 

CODIAGONALS ABOVE MAIN CIAGONAL). 
MLD - THE NUMBER OF LOWER COOIAGONALS (THAT MEANS 

COOIAGONALS BELGW MAIN DIAGONAL). 
EPS - AN INPUT CONSTANT WHICH IS USED AS RELATIVE 

TGLEMANCE FOR TEST ON LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
IER - RESULTING ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS 

IER=O - NO ERROR, 
IER=-1 - NO RESULT BECAUSE OF WRONG INPUT PARAME-

TERS M,MUO,MLD OR BECAUSE OF PIVOT ELEMENT 
AT ANY ELIMINATION STEP EQUAL TO o, 

IER=K - WARNING DUE TO POSSIBLE LCSS OF SIGNIFI-
CANCE INDICATED AT ELIMINATION STEP K+l, 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

REMARKS 

WHERE PIVOT ELEMENT WAS LESS THAN OR 
EQUAL TO THE INTERNAL TOLERANCE EPS TIMES 
ABSOLUTELY GREATEST ELEMENT OF MATRIX A. 

BAND MATRIX A IS ASSUMED TO BE STORED ROWWISE IN THE FIRST 
MF. SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS OF TOTALLY NEEDED MA 
STORAGE LOCATIONS, WHERE 

MA=M*MC-ML*(ML+l)/2 ANO ME=MA-HU*CMU+l)/2 WITH 
MC=~IN(M,l+MUO+MLO), Ml=MC-1-MLD, MU=MC-1-MUD. 

RIGHT HANO SIDE MATRIX R IS ASSU~ED TO BE STORED COLUMNWISE 
IN ~·~ SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS. ON RETURN SOLUTION 
~ATRIX R IS STORED COLUMNWISE Toe. 
INPUT PARAMETERS M, MUD, ~LD SHOULD SATISFY THE FOLLOWING 
RESTRICTIONS MUD NOT LESS THAN ZERO 

MLD NOT LESS THAN ZERO 
MUO+MLD NOT GREATER THAN 2*M-2. 

NC ACTION BESIDES ERROR ~ESSAGE IER=-1 TAKES PLACE IF THESE 
RESTRICTIONS ARE NOT SATISFIED. 
THE PROCEDURE GIVES RESULTS IF THE RESTRICTIONS ON INPUT 
PARAMETERS ARE SATISFIED AND IF PIVOT ELEMENTS AT ALL 
ELIMINATION STEPS ARE DIFFERENT FROM O. HOWEVER WARNING 
IER=K - IF GIVEN - INDICATES POSSIBLE LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
IN CASE OF A WELL SCALED MATRIX A AND APPROPRIATE TOLERANCE 
EPS, IER=K MAY BE INTERPRETED THAT MATRIX A HAS THE RANK K. 
NG kARNING IS GIVEN IF MATRIX A HAS NO LOWER CODIAGONAL. 

SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPPCGRAt-IS.REQUIRED 
NONE 

METHOD 
SCLUTIO•; IS CONE BY MEANS CF GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

COLUM~ PIVOTING ONLY, IN ORDER TO PRESERVE BAND STRUCTURE 
I~ RE~AINING COEFFICIENT MATRICES. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SUBR~UTINF GEL3(R,A,M,~,~UD,MLO,EPS,IER) 

UIMENSICN R(24),A(ll7) 

C TEST CN WRONG INPUT PARAMETERS 
IF(ML0)47,l,l 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1 IF (MUD) 4 7, 2, 2 
2 t-1C= l+MLD+MUD 

IF(M.C+l-M-~)3,3,47 

PREPARE I~TEGER PARAMETERS 
MC=NU~BER CF COLUMNS IN MATRIX A 
MU=NUMBER OF ZEROS TO BE INStRTEO IN FIRST ROW OF MATRIX A 
ML=NU~BER OF MISSING ELEMENTS IN LAST ROW OF MATRIX A 
~k=INOEX OF LAST ROW IN MATRIX A WITH MC ELEMENTS 
MZ=TOTAL NUMBER OF ZEROS TO BE INSERTED IN MATRIX A 
MA=TOTAL NU~BER OF STORAGE LOCATIONS NECESSARY FOR MATRIX A 
NM=~UMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ~ATRIX R 

3 IF(MC-M)5,5,4 
1+ MC=M 
5 ~ U=ArlC-MlJ0-1 

tir.L= ~C-MLD-1 
Jv.R=M->-',L 
~Z=(MU*(MU+l))/2 

~A=M~MC-(~l*(~l+lt)/2 

t"M=N*~ 
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c 
C MUVE FLEMENTS BACKWARD AND SEARCH FUR ABSOLUTELY GREATEST ELEMENT 
S (NOT NECESSARY IN CASE OF A ~ATRIX WITHOUT LOWER CODIAGONALS) 

TER=O 

c 

PIV=O. 
IF(ML0)14,14,6 

6 JJ=MA 
J=MA-MZ 
t< ST=J 
DO 9 K=l,KST 
T B=A ( J) 
A(JJ)=TB 
TB=ABS(TB) 
IF(TB-PIV)8,8,7 

7 PIV=TB 
8 J=J-1 
q JJ=JJ-1 

C INSERT ZEROS IN FIRST MU ROWS (NOT NECESSARY IN CASE MZ=O) 
IFCMZ}l4,14,10 

c 

1 j JJ= 1 
J=l+MZ 
IC=l+MUD 
00 13 I=l,MU 
DO 12 K=l,~C 
A(JJ)=O. 
IF(K-IC)ll,11,12 

11 /d J J) =A ( J) 
J=J+l 

12 JJ=JJ+l 
13 IC-=IC+l 
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C GENERATE TEST VALUE FOR SINGULARITY 

c 
c 

1.4 TOL=EPS*Pl\I 

C START DECOMPOSITICN LOOP 
KST=l 

c 

IDST=MC 
IC=MC-1 
DO 38 K=l,M 
IF(K-~R-1)16,16,15 

15 IDST=IOST-1 
16 ID=IDST 

ILR=K+~LD 

IF( ILR-~)18,18,17 
17 ILR=M 
18 II=KST 

C PIVOT SEARC~ IN FIRST COLUMN (ROW INDEXES FROM I=K UP TO I=ILR) 
PIV=O. 

c 

DO 2 2 I =K, I LR 
1 B= ABS ( A ( I I> ) 
IF(T8-PlV)20,20,l9 

19 PIV=TB 
J=I 
JJ=I I 

2J IF(I-MR)22,22,21 
21 IIJ= I D-1 
22 II=II+IC 

S TEST ON SINGULARITY 
IF(P1V)47,47,23 

23 IF( H:F)26,24,26 
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c 

24 lf(PIV-TOL)?5,25,26 
25 IER=K-1 
2A PIV=l./A(JJ) 

C PIVOT ROW REDUCTION ANO ROW INTERCHANGE IN RIGHT HAND SIDE R 
I D=J-K 

c 

DO 27 I=K,NM,M 
II=l+ID 
TH= P I V * R ( I I ) 
P(ll)=R(l) 

27 R(I)=TA 

C PIVOT ROW REDUCTION AND ROW INTERCHANGE IN COEFFICIENT MATRIX A 
II=KST 

c 

J=JJ+ IC 
OD 28 I=JJ,J 
TB=PIV*A(I) 
A(l)=A(ll) 
A(Il)=TB 

2d II=II+l 

C ELEMENT REDUCTION 
IFCK-ILR)29,34,34 

c 

29 ID=KST 
I I=K+ 1 
~U=KST+l 

MZ=KST+IC 
DO 33 I=II,ILR 

C IN ~ATRIX A 
ID=ID+MC 
JJ=I-MR-1 
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c 

IF(JJ)31,31,30 
3J ID=ID-JJ 
3 1 P I V =-A ( I D ) 

J=ID+l 
GO 32 JJ=t-U,MZ 
A(J-l)=A(J)+PIV*A(JJ) 

32 J=J+l 
A(J-1)=0. 

C IN MATRIX R 
J=K 
DO 33 JJ=I,f'.IM,M 
P(JJ)=R(JJ)+PIV*R(J) 

~3 J=J+M 
34 KST=KST+MC 

IF(ILR-~R)36,35,35 

35 IC=IC-1 
3 () ID= K-MR. 

IF(I0)38,38,37 
37 KST=KST-10 
38 CONTINUE 

C END CF DECOMPOSITION LGOP 
c 
c 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION 

IF(MC-1)46,46,39 
39 IC= 2 

KST=MA+~L-~C+2 

II=M 
co 45 1=2,~ 

t<ST=KST-MC 
II=II-1 

0\ 
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J=II-~R 
IF(J)41,41,40 

40 l<ST=KST+J 
41 DO 43 J=II,~M,M 

TB=R(J) 
~Z=KST+IC-2 

ID=J 
CO 42 JJ=KST,MZ 
ID=ID+l 

42 TB=TB-A(JJ)*R(ID) 
43 R(J)=TB 

IFCIC-~C)44,45,45 
44 IC=IC+l 
45 CONTINUE 
46 RETURN 

c 
c "' c ERROR RETURN "' 

4 7 1 ER=-1 
FETUFN 
END 
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C REVERSE FLOOD ROUTING COMPUTER MODEL 
c 
C WHERE: 
C Q • DISCHARGE 
C Y = DEPTH 
C A • CROSS SECTION AREA 
C YB • DISTANCE FROM WATER SURFACE TO CENTROID OF AREA,, A 
C Sf = FRICTION SLOPE 
C R = RESIDUES 
C CO = COEFFICIENTS CFOR~S BANDED MATRIX) 
C DX = 0 I STANCE INCREMENT 
C SO = BED SLOPE 
C B = TOP wIDTH 
C WP • WETTED PERIMETER 
C WPY = RATE OF CHANGE Of WETTED PERIMETER WITH RESPECT TO DEPTH, Y 
C YSEC & TOPW = STATION CROSS SECTION DATA, DESCRIBES CROSS SECTION 
C QOR & VOR = DOWNSTREAM RATING CURVE,. DISCHARGE VS DEPTH 
C OT = TIME INTERVAL 
C RN = MANNING ROUGHNESS NUMBER 
C TOL = TOLERANCE VALUE IN PERCENT, USEO TO TEST VALUES OF OQ ANO DY 
C QINFLD ~ LATERAL INFLOW PER FOOT OF REACH 

COMMON Qtl2t200),Y(12t200l~A(2,200J,Y6(2,200J,SFC21200),Rt400J,COC 
11997), OXl 11), SOC 12) ,wPt 200), BC 200), WPY( 200) 1YSEC( 12,4) ,TOPWl 1214), 

C READ IN CROSS SECTION DATA 
2QORll2),YOR(l21 

rm 52 1=1,12 
DO 53 M=l,4 

54 fORMATCF7.21 
READ(5,54)YSECtI1MI 

55 FORMATCF7.2J 
53 READC5,55)TOPWCJ,M) 
52 CONTINUE 
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OTa3600. 
RN=.035 
TOt•.5 
QINFL0•.00535 
OQDX=O.O 
NC•2 
1=12 
CALL BEDDX 
CALL OWNSTM 
CALL AREA(I,RN,NC} 
NC=l 
DO 2 lI=ltll 
1=12-II 
K=O 
OQDX=DXIIJ*QINFLO 

C lNITIAlii.E COLUMN I WITH l+l VALUES Of DISCHARGE ANO DEPTH 
DO 3 J=l,200 
Q(JyJ)=Q(l+l,JJ 

3 YCJ,JJ•YCl+l,J) 
17 K=K+l 

C CALCULATE COLUMN I VALUES, A, &, YB, WP, WPY, & SF 
CALL AREA(l,RNtNC) 

C CALCULATE RESIDUES, R 
Rlll=Olltll•CQCl+l•lJ~DQOX) 
R(400).•Q( 1.2ool-UU 1+1.,2001~0001) 
DO 10 J=ltHl9 
M=2*J 
RCl=C Q( l+ltJl+Q( t+l.J+l J-Q(l tJl•Qfl ,J+l) J/t2.•0X( I l I 
Rt2=1AC1,J+ll+Al21J+l)-A(l,JJ-AC2,J)l/l2.•0TI 
RC3-QINFLO 
R(M)=Rtl+R£2+RC3 
RMl=fYBC1,J)*ACl,JJ+VBC1,J+l)*A(l,J+l)-YBl2,J)*AC2,JJ-YB(2 1 J+lJ*A( 

°' \0 



12.,J+l)J/2. 
RM2=lSOC I l*A( ltJ) +SO( I+ 1l*Al2,J J+SOC I l*Al 11J+l )+SOC I+ l l*A( ~l,J+l) )* 

lOXllJ/4. 
RM3a ... DXC I I* (Sf l lt J J:tA( l,,.J J+SF C2•J)*AC 2tJJ+Sf ( ltJ+l l*AC l•J+l l+Sf 12, 

lJ+l J*Al2,J+ll J /4,. 
RM4=-(QC I +l;J+l l•ABS( Q( l+l.,J+U J/AI 2.,J+U-+QCI .,Jl*ABSCQt l,J) )/AC l.,J 

1 IJ/32.17 
RIM+lJ•RMl+RM2+RM3+RM4 

10 tONTINUE 
C CHANGE RESIDUE SIGN 

00 11 M•lt400 
11 ~OU::::;.-ROU 

C CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS, to., FOR BANOED MATRIX 
CO( U=O.O 
C0(2J=l. 
t0ll993)=0a0 
CO(l994J•l. 
DO 12 J=l 1 199 
tOIJ*l0-7Jlll;O.O 
COCJ•l0-6J=-8(JJ/C2.•DTl 
CO(J*l0-5)•-l./C2.*DXIIJJ 
cot J•l0-4)=<B(J+l) /(2.•DTJ 
CO(J*l0-3)._l./(2,.*0XlllJ 
COJl=Al11JJ/Z.+DXtlJ•BlJJ•lSDlll-Sftl.JIJ/4a 
COJ2=0Xt l l*J04*M*QC J ,Jl-*A8$( 011 tJ JI 
COJ3•WPf Jl**f4;ii/3a !*BCJ )/ 12.64984*AC t.J l**l 10./J.,)) 
COJ4=•WPlJ)**ll.13.1*WPY(J)J(6.62460*AlltJ)**ll•/:3.I) 
COJS:-tHI 1JJllllA8SHH J, .• u JvBCJ)/(32.l l*Af ltJl*AClt:.JI J 
CO(J*l0-2J•COJl+COJ2*1COJ3+COJ4)+tOJ5 
COJ6=-0X(l)*RN*RN*QCltJl*WPIJl**C4./3.)/C4.4164*AllsJt**(7./3.l) 
COJ7=2.•Qfl,J)/(32.ll*AC!,JJJ 
COlJ*l0-l)=COJ6+COJ7 

'-I 
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COJ8=A(l,J+l)/2.+DXII)*8(J+l)*lSOllJ-SFCl,J+l))/4. 
COJ9=DX( I >*RN*RN*Ql l•J+U*ABSf QC I ,J+l U 
COJlO=WPIJ+l)**l4.J3.)*BIJ+l)/l2.64984*All1J+l)**ll0./3.)) 
COJll=-WPCJ+ll**Cl./3.)*WPYCJ+l)/(6.62460*A(l1J+l>**f7./3.JI 
CO(J*lOJ=COJB+COJ9*ICOJlO+COJllJ 
CO(J:liillO+l)••DXII>*RN*RN*Q(I,J+ll*WP(J+1J**l4./3,J/(4.41M*A(l1J+ll 

1**17./3.).) 
12 COIJ*l0+2)=0.0 

C SfiLVE MATr.iIX 
CALL GELB(R;C0,4001l121215.0E-071IER) 

40 FORMAT t5X,2HK=, 1412X14HIER=11412X.,.2HI=, 14) 
WRITEC6140tK,IER,J 
IFIK-10)51,70,70 

t SEE IF ERROR VALUES, OQ & DYt ARE LESS THAT SPECIFIED TOLERANCE 
51 DO 14 J=l,200 

ERRORQ=RC2*J)/Q(I,J) 
IFlABS(ERRORQ)-TOl/l00.)15115116 

15 ERRORY=Rf2*J-l)/Y(l,J) 
IFIABSCERRORYl-TDL/lOO.Jl4,14tl6 

14 CONTINUE 
GO TO 21 

C COMPUTE K+l VALUES OF DISCHARGE ANO DEPTH 
16 00 20 J=l,200 

QCl;J)=QfI,J)+R(2$JJ 
20 Y(J,J)=Y(l,J)+R(2*J-1J 

GO TO 17 
C COMPUTE FINAL VALUES OF DISCHARGE AND DEPTH 

21 DO 22 J•l,200 
Q(J,J)•Q(l,JJ+R(2*JJ 

22 Y(I,J)=YCI,JJ+Rf2*J-1J 
C CALCULATE FINAL VALUES OF At Bt YB, WP, WPY, l SF FOR COLUMN I 

CALL AREA(I,RN,NCJ 

...... ...... 



C MOVE FORWARD VALUES Of A, YB & Sf 
DO 18 J=l,200 
A(2,J)=A(l,J) 
Y8(2,J)=YBl11JJ 

18 SF(2,J)•SF41,J) 
2 CONTINUE 

C PRINT FINAL VALUES OF Q AND Y FOR GRID POlNTS 
DD 60 J=l,200 

61 FORMATC2Xtl2F10.2l 
WRITEC6,61JQ(l,J),Ql2,Jt,Q(3,J),Q(4,Jt,Q(!,J)jQ(6,J),Q(7,J),Q(8,J) 

l,Q(9,J),Q(l01J),Q(lltJ),Q(l2,J) 
62 FORHATC2Xtl2Fl0.4) 

WR1TE(6,62)Y(l,J),Y(2,J},Y(3,J),Y(4,J),Y(5,JJ,Y(6,JJ,Y(7,J),Y{8,J) 
11YC9,J),Y(l0,J),Y(lltJl,Y(12,J) 

60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 

STOP 
ENO 

....... 
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SUBROUTINE BEDOX 
C SUBROUTINE "BEDDX" READS IN BfO SLOPE VALUES, SO, FOR EACH STATION, 
C ANO, READS IN THE DISTANCE INCREMENTS• OX 

COMMON Q( 121200)1YC121200) 1Al2t2001 t YBC~h200t •SF( 21200) ,tU4001 tCO( 
11997),0X(11),SDC12),WPC200118C200J,WPY(20011YSECll214J 1 TOPW(l2 1 4J1 
2QOR ( 12) t VDR U2 J 

DO 101 L=ltl2 
100 FORMAT(FlO.SJ 
IOI REA0(5,100JSOIL) 

DO 102 L=l.,11 
103 fORMATCF7.1J 
102 READ(5,103)DX(l) 
902 FORMATl2X, 1 BED SLOPE ll-12) 1 tl2F9.7) 

WRITEl61902J50(1J.,SOl2Jt50(3J,S0(4t,S0(5),S0(6J,SD(7J,S0(8),S0(9), 
lSO(l0),S0lllJ,SO(l2) 

903 FORMAT(2X, 1 DX (1-11) 1 ,llF9.l) 
WRITEf61903tDX(l),OX(2),0X(3)10X(4J~OX(5J,OX(6),DXCll,OXf3),0XC9), 

lDXClO),O>E(ll) 
RETURN 
ENO 
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SUBROUTINE DWNSTM 
c SUBROUTINE •owNSTM• READS IN DOWNSTREAM RATING CURYEt QDR vs YOR. 
C THEN READS IN DOWNSTREAM DISCHARGE HYOROGRAPHt Qll21JI VS TIME AND 
C COMPUTES CORRESPONDING DEPTH YAlUESt Y(l2•JI FROM THE RATING CURVE. 

COMMON Qt12,2001.vc12,200J,AC2,2001,vsc2,2001.sPc2.200J,R('eOO),COI 
11997) ,OX( ll ltSOl12J 1WPl200l•81200J,.WPYC200) tYSECt 12141,TOPllC12,41 f. 
2QORtl2)1YDRl12J 

DO 200 l=l112 
201 FORMATCF8.2) 

READl5t2011YDRCL) 
200 REAOC512011QORflt 

oo 211 J=1,200.s 
210 FORMAT(5fl0.2J 
211 READ( 5,210JQ( 12,J J.Q( 12,J+lJ ,Qt 12,J+2J .Qt 121J+31tOf12tJ+41 

00 202 J=l,200 
00 205 L=lt 12 
IFCQDRCLJ-Q(l21Jll205,20S1206 

205 CONTINUE 
206 OIFFQ•QORILl•QORCL-11 

DlFFY=YOR(Ll-YORll-1) 
OFQ=QORtll•QC121JI 
OFY=DfO*DlfFY/DlFFQ 

202 YC12,.Jl•YDRIL)~OFY 
RETURN 
END 

"'-J 
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SUBROUTINE AREACI,RN,NCJ 
C SUBROUTINE "AREA• COMPUTES CURRENT VALUES OF At 6• YB• WP,, WPY• & Sf 

COMMON Q( 12,2001. YI 12t200 J ,A( 2,2001'YIU2,200J iS.F.C2t200J,JU400) ,cot 
11997J.oxf111tSOt12) tWPC 200), 11200 ltWPYC 2001tYSECf12,A•I • TOPW( 12t41 f 
2QDRl121tYDRC12l 

HTOPW2=TOPWCI,2112. 
HTOPW3=TOPWIJ,3)/2. 
HTOPW4=TOPWCJ,4J/2. 
YSEC32=YSECC 1,31-YSEC( J,2J 
YSEC43=YSEtllt41~YSECllt3) 
WP1a2,.•SQRTCYSEC(I,.2l**2•+HTOPW2**2•J 
WP2=2..,:t:SQRTIYSEC32**2•+CHTOPW3-HTOPW21**2•1 
Al=HTOPW2*YSEtf I12) 
A2=HTOPW2*YSEC32 
A 3::i:HT OPW3*YSEt32 
SLOPEl=YSECfI,2)/HTOPW.2 
SLOPE2•YSEC32/CHTOPW3-HTOPW2J 
SLOPE3=YSEC43/(HTOPW4-HTOPW3J 
00 302 J:1!t1.200 
VY•Yf I1J) 
lF(YSfCCit2l-VYJ305,304,304 

304 HX•VY/SLOPEl 
AlHC,Jl•HX*VY 
Yl:U NC.,JJ•VY /3. 
WPlJJ:;2.,•SQRTCVY**2•+HX**2.I 
WPYCJJ•2.•SQRTtSLDPE1**{"""2•1+1.I 
GO TO 315 

305 IFIYSECCI13J~VYJ3011306,!06 
306 VYSEC2•VY-YSECllt21 

HXTl*VYSEC2/SlOPE2 
HX=iHTOPW2+HXTl 
AT2=HTOPW2*VYSEC2 

...... 
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AT3•HX*VYSEC2 
A(NC1J)•Al+A12+AT3 
WPT1=2.•SQRJ(VYSEC2**2•+HXT1**2•1 
WPC JJ•WPl+WPTl 
MOMl=,lU*(VV-VSEtl I.21*2 .13.) 
MOMT2•AT2*lVYSEC2*2•/3.) 
MOMT3•AT3*CVYSEC2/3.) 
TMOK:=MOMl+MOMT2+MOMT3 
VB(NC.,J)=TMOM/A(NC.J) 
WPYtJJ=i:2.*SOlllSLOPE2•*(-2.J+l.I 
GO TO 315 

307 VYSEC3=VY-YSECC I, 3) 
HXT2=VYSEC3JSLOPE3 
HX=HTOPW3+HXT2 
AT4=HTOPW3*VYSEC3 
AT5=HX*VYSEC3 
ACNC,Jl=Al+A2+A3+AT4+AT5 
WPT2=2.•SQRT(VYSEC3••2.+HXT2**2•) 
WPlJl=WPl+WP2+WPT2 
MOMl=Al•tVY-YSECflt21•2./3.J 
MOM2=A2* O'SEC32•Z./3.+VYSEt3) 
MOM3=A3*(VSEC32/3.+YYSEC3) 
MOMT4=AT4*(VYSEC3*2•/3.) 
MOMT5•AT5*lVYSEC3/3.J 
TMOM=MOM1+MOM2+MOM3+MOMT4+MOMT5 
YSf NC.JJ•TMOM/AINC•JI 
WPY IJ )=i2.•SQRTI SLOPE3l11Ulcf-2,. l+l.) 

315 BCJl•2.*HX 
302 SF t NC.Jl•IU4*RN*QU ,J l*ABSCQf t.J JI *WP( J 1**14./3. JI t2.2082*AINC,J >** 

l ( 10./3.,, 
RETURN 
ENO 

....., 
0\ 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE GELB 

PURPOSE 
TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH A 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF BAND STRUCTURE. 

USAGE 
CALL GELBIRtAtMtNtMUOtMLD,EPStIER) 

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
R - M BY N RIGHT HAND SIDE MATRIX CDcSTROYEDJ. 

ON RETURN R CONTAINS THE SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS. 
A - M BY M COEFFICIENT MATRIX WITH BAND STRUCTURE 

(DESTROYED). 
M - THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS JN THE SYSTEM. 
N - THE NUMBER Of RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTORS. 
MUD - THE NUMBER Of UPPER CODIAGONALS CTHAT MEANS 

CODJAGONALS ABOVE MAIN DJAGQNAL).O 
MlD - THE NUMBER OF LOWER CODIAGONALS CTHAT MEANS 

COOIAGONALS BELOW MAIN OIAGONALI. 
EPS - AN INPUT CONSTANT WHICH IS USED AS RELATIVE 

TOLERANCE FOR TEST ON LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
IER - RESULTING ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS 

JER•O - NO ERROR• 
IER-1 - NO RESULT BECAUSE Of WRONG INPUT PARAME-

TERS M.MUDtMlD OR BECAUSE Of PIVOT ELEMENT 
AT ANY ELIMINATION STEP EQUAL TO o, 

IER•K - WARNING DUE TO POSSIBLE LOSS OF SIGNIFI-
CANCE INOICATEO AT ELIMINATION STEP K+lt 

........ ...... 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
t 
c 
c 

REMARKS 

WHERE PIVOT ELEMENT WAS LESS THAN OR 
EQUAL TO THE INTERNAL TOLERANCE fPS TIMES 
ABSOlUTEl Y GREATEST ELEMENT Of MATfUX A. 

BAND MATRIX A IS ASSUMED TO BE STORED ROWWISE IN THE FIRST 
ME SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS OF TOTALLY NEEDED MA 
STORAGE LOCATIONS• WHERE 

MA=M*MC-Ml*IML+l)/2 AND ME=MA-MU*IMU+l)/2 WITH 
Ht•fUNtM. l+MUD+MlO) • Ml•Mt-1-MLO, MU=MC-l~UD. 

RIGHT HAND SIDE MATRIX R IS ASSUMED TO BE STORED C.OlUMNWISE 
IN N*M SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS. ON RETURN SOLUTION 
MATRIX R Is STORED COLUMNWI SE ·roo. 
INPUT PARAMETERS "· Muo. MLO SHOULD SATISFY THE FOLLOWING 
RESTRICTIONS MUD NOT LESS THAN ZERO 

MLO NOT LESS THAN ZERO 
MUO+MlD NOT GREATER THAN 2*M-2. 

NO ACTION BESIDES ERROR MESSAGE IER=-1 TAKES PLACE IF THESE 
RESTRICTIONS ARE NOT SATISFIED. 
THE PROCEDURE GIVES RESULTS IF THf RESTRICTIONS ON INPUT 
PARAMETERS ARE SATISfU:D ANO If PIVOT ELEMENTS AT All 
EllMUIATION STEPS ARE OlffERENT FROM O. HOWEVER WARNING 
IER=K - IF GIVEN - DiOICAlfS POSSIBLE LOSS OF SlGNlf JCAHCE. 
IN CASE OF A WELL SCALED MATRIX A AND APPROPRIATE TOLERANCE 
EPS, IER•K MAY BE INTERPRETED THAT MATaix A HAS THE RANK K. 
HO WARNING IS GIVEN If MATRIX A HAS NO LOWER CODIAGONAL. 

SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 

METHOD 
SOLUTION IS DONE BY MEANS OF GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH 

-...J 
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C COLUMN PIVOTING ONLY, IN OROER TO PRESERVE BAND STRUCTURE 
C IN REMAINING COEFFICIENT MATRICES. 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE GELB(R,A,M,N,NUD,MLO,EPS,IER) 

DIMENSION Rl400),A(l9971 

C TEST ON WRONG INPUT PARAMETERS 
I F( ML 0 ) 4 7, l t 1 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1 I F f MUD J It 7 , 2 t 2 
2 MC-=l+MLD+MUD 

IF(MC+l-M-M)3,3,47 

PREPARE INTEGER PARAMETERS 
MC~NUMBEA OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX A 
MU=NUMBER OF ZEROS TO BE INSERTED IN FIRST ROW OF MATRIX A 
Ml=NUMBER OF MISSING ELEMENTS IN LAST ROW OF MATRIX A 
MR=INOEX Of LAST ROW IN MATRI~ A WITH MC ELEMENTS 
MZ=TOTAL NUMBER OF ZEROS TCl BE INSERTED IN MATRIX A 
MA=TOTAl NUMBER OF STORAGE LOCATIONS NECESSARY FOR MATRIX A 
NM=NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN MATRIX R 

3 IF01C-Ml5t514 
4 MC=M 
5 MU=MC-MU0-1 

Ml=MC-ML0-1 
MR=M-Ml 
MZ=CHU*(MU+l))/2 
MA=M*MC-CML*lMl+l))/2 
NM=N*M 

" l.O 



c 
C MOVE ELEMENTS BACKWARD ANO SEARCH FOR ABSOtUTELY GREATEST ELEMENT 
C (NOT NECESSARY IN CASE Of A MATRIX WITHOUT LOWER CODlAGONALSJ 

IER=O 

c 

PIV•O. 
IFlMLDtl4,1416 

6 JJ=MA 
J=MA-MZ 
KST=J 
DO 9 1K=l,KST 
TB=A(J) 
A(JJ)=TB 
TB=A8S(T8) 
IF(TB-PIVJB,8,7 

7 PlV=TB 
8 J=J-1 
9 JJ=JJ-1 

C INSERT ZEROS IN FIRST MU ROWS (NOT NECESSARY IN CASE MZ=O) 
1F(Ml)l4,14,10 

c 

10 JJ=l 
J=l+MZ 
lC.=l+~UO 
00 13 l=l.MU 
DO 12 K:111l,MC 
A(JJ) =O. 
lf(K•IC)lltll,12 

11 A(JJl=.iHJ) 
J=J+l 

12 JJ=JJ+l 
13 IC=IC+l 

00 
0 



C GENERATE TEST VALUE FOR SINGULARITY 

c 
c 

14 TOL•EPS*PIV 

C START DECOMPOSITION LOOP 
KST=l 

c 

IOST=MC 
IC::MC-1 
DO 38 K=l,M 
JF(K-MR-lll6tl6,15 

15 IOST::JOST-1 
16 ID=IDST 

ILRll:ltK+MlD 
IF'C IlR-MHf.hl8,l7 

17 lLR=M 
18 II=KST 

C PIVOT SEARCH IN flRST COLUMN (ROW INDEXES FROM l=K UP TO l=llRl 
PIV=O., 

c: 

DO 22 I:::K,IlR 
TB=ABStAIIIU 
IFlTB-PIV)20120,19 

19 PIV•TB 
J=I 
JJ=ll 

20 IF(l-MR)22,22,21 
21 ID=ID-1 
22 II=ll+ID 

C TEST ON SINGULARITY 
IFIPIV)47,47,23 

23 IF(IERl26,24126 

00 
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c 

24 IFIPJV-TOll25t25•26 
25 IER•K-1 
26 PIY•l.IAIJJ) 

C PIVOT ROW REDUCTION AND ROW INTERCHANGE IN RIGHT HAND SIDE flt 
ID•J-K 

c 

00 27 I•K.,NM,.M 
ll=l+JD 
TB•PIV*RI IH 
RUil•RU) 

27 Rll)•TB 

C PIVOT ROW REDUCTION AND ROW INTERCHANGE IN COEFFICIENT MATRIX A 
II•KST 

c 

J=JJ+IC 
DO 28 IaJJ•J 
TB=PIV*AC U 
AC l l=Atl I> 
AIII)•TB 

28 ll=II+l 

C ELEMENT REDUCTION 

c 

lflK-tl~J29t34.,34 
29 IOuKST 
, 1 I=K+l 

MU=KST+l 
MZ•KST+It: 
00 33 l•IltilR 

C IN MATRIX A 
ID=ID+MC 
JJ=I .... MR-1 

00 
N 



c 

Jf(JJl31,31130 
30 IO•UJ-JJ 
31 PIV-ACIOJ 

J=ID+l 
DO 32 JJ=fi!U,Ml 
A(J•lJ•ACJ)+PIV*ACJJ) 

32 J=J+l 
ACJ-11=0• 

C IN MATRIX R 
J=K 
DO 33 JJ=l,HM,M 
RtJJ)=RtJJ)+Pl\lliltR(JJ 

33 J•J+M 
34 KST=KST+MC 

IFCILR-MRJ36,35,35 
35 lC=lC-1 
36 IO=K-MR 

tFCIOJlS,38,37 
37 K.STaKST-ID 
38 CONTINUE 

C ENO Of DECOMPOSITION lOOP 
c 
c 
C BACK SUBSTITUTION 

IFtMC-1)46,46139 
39 1C•2 

KST=MA+Ml-Mt+2 
II•M 
00 45 1=2,M 
KSTsKST-Mt 
Il=Il-1 

00 w 



c 
c 

J::: I l-MR 
IFCJt4lt4lt40 

40 KST=KST+J 
41 OD 43 J•ll,NM,M 

TB=RIJJ 
MZ•KST+IC-2 
ID=J 
00 42 JJ=KSTtMZ 
IO=ID+l 

42 TS=TB-ACJJJ*RlIDt 
43 RCJJ=TB 

IFCIC-MCl44t45,45 
44 IC=IC+l 
45 CONTINUE 
46 RETURN 

C ERROR RETURN 
1+1 IER=-1 

RETURN 
END 

00 
-!:'-
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DEVELOPMENT OF A REVERSE FLOOD ROUTING TECHNIQUE 
USING THE IMPLICIT METHOD 

by 

Robert N. Eli, II 

(ABSTRACT) 

A numerical solution technique was developed to solve the one-

dimensional, partial differential equations of unsteady flow for an 

upstream solution. The x-t, distance-time, plane was replaced by a 

rectangular grid of points at which the values of the variables, 

discharge and depth, were computed using an implicit, finite difference 

scheme. A discharge hydrograph and rating curve supplied the initial 

values of discharge and depth along the downstream column of grid 

points. Boundary. values of discharge were known along the top row 

and bottom row of grid points from steady flow conditions. 

The solution proceeded from column to column in the negative x 

direction yielding an upstream discharge hydrograph as the final 

solution. 

The computer model was successfully tested utilizing a reach of 

the James River, Virginia. The upstream hydrograph was first routed 

in the downstream direction using an implicit solution procedure already 

available. 

The downstream hydrograph resulting as a solution was used as 

input to the reverse flood routing model. The upstream solution as 

computed by the model showed near perfect agreement with the actual 

upstream hydrograph. 
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